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Question
of the
Month
“Hi Pat. Thank you for the
information on the IRA Trust
that you wrote about, and
discussed on your radio show,
a couple of weeks ago. Here is
my question: I have a decent
size IRA, which I plan on
passing to my four children
equally. I have no worries
about two of my children
inheriting a lump sum of
money. However, I feel my
other two children cannot
handle a lump sum of money
responsibly. Is there a way
that I can do the IRA Trust,
but be able to set up different
rules and stipulations for each
child? Thanks for your help,
Robert.”
Thank you for your question,
Robert. The answer is yes,
you can. In fact, many IRA
Trusts are set up this way
since families often have
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situations where they need
different rules, stipulations or
protection features in place
for each individual child.

Once the IRA Trust receives
the money, it will be split into
separate IRA “sub-trusts” for
each specific child or heir.
Each sub-trust will have its
own trustee that will manage
and control the trust, as
specified by your detailed
instructions.
In the case for your two
children for whom you have
no worries about inheriting
the IRA in a lump sum, you
could allow them to be the
trustees of their own IRA
Trusts. They will be in
control of how and when
they use the money, and
they still get the benefits of
protection from creditors,
bankruptcy, etc. For your
other two children, you
would name someone else to
be the trustee of their trusts.
This trustee would follow
your instructions as to how
and when to pay the money
to them.
Great question, Robert! To
hear other questions and
answers from our readers
and listeners, join me next
week on the It’s Your
Money Show. Find us
on WMEQ (880 AM) on
Thursday at 7:30am and
Saturday at 9:00am, as well
as on WWIB (103.7 FM) on
Wednesday at 7:30pm and
Saturday at 5:30pm. You can
also obtain this information
and independent advice for
your specific situation by
contacting me at (715) 8356022, info@KeyStoneCV.
com, or through our website,
www.KeyStoneCV.com.
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